
PROPOSAL
For Joe Liguori as consideration for Part-time/Freelance Social Media 

and Marketing Specialist for The Hangry Bison.



GOALS - USE ONLINE PRESENCE TO…

Focus on two 
audiences: local 
customers, and 
tourists.

1
Grow the best 
Hangry Hour and 
burger social 
media in Orlando.

2
Use an email list 
to build a 
relationship with 
customers.

3



4 LOCAL 
EXAMPLES USED 

IN THIS 
RESEARCH

§Boca
§Prato
§Ravenous Pig
§Teak



WEBSITE
simple navigation | call to action | social media visible



in-site confirmation | seasonal schedule 



local spotlight



content variety

minimal text on graphics



§ Competitors have a single 
dedicated menu page, some have 
a drinks page. This is to make 
navigation simple for the user.

§ Check analytics for most popular 
menu item pages currently and 
consolidate to a menu page with 
those at the top.

§ Definitely include a “Happy Hour 
Page” optimized for Winter Park.

§ Create a call to action for the 
email list.

§ Subscription list experience was 
clunky because it has to be 
confirmed over in my email. New 
list members might not complete 
all of the steps.

§ Determine goals for email list and 
establish timeline.



§Mix up hashtag combinations and utilize maximum amount.

§Optimize images for output and create a more clear feed. 

§Use more Stories and create a plan around using Stories 
and Highlights.

§Schedule stories about unique angles and products and 
build relationships with customers and influencers.



§Utilize local and tourist Facebook Groups and Pages.

§Use more video.

§Explore new audience engagement techniques. 

§Schedule and promote unique angles and products.

§Engage with Community tab.

§Consider ads.



GOOGLE
YELP

TRIP ADVISOR

§ Weekly monitoring plan to connect with 
local reviewers and thank tourists’ 
positive reviews.

§ Consider targeting ads for tourists.

§ Consider ”Offers” on Yelp.



§ Create a content calendar for website, email list, Instagram and Facebook. 
Focus on Wednesday and Friday posts. Use Stories to recap weekends, and 
user-generated content. Build out Instagram Story Highlights as they build 
from relationships, reviews, and content. Engage with Facebook groups 
weekly.

§ Weekly monitoring the review platforms (Yelp, Trip Advisor, Google). 
Connect with reviewers weekly.

§ Immediately optimize website for SEO. Update website as needed for 
content.

§ Make the email list sign up easy and include a call to action. Align email list 
schedule with seasonal promotions. Email at least one time monthly. Email 
list ideas: birthday email list; seasonal emails; simple sign up in-site.



§ I anticipate implementing this plan by working 10-12 hours a week.

§ Rate $32/hour



§ Proposal prepared for Joe Ligouri

§ © Alley Hassen, 2019


